
VINO NOBILE DI
MONTEPULCIANO D.O.C.G. TOSCANA2 0 1 7N O B I L E

The Nobile is the wine that best represents our habitat. Here the main star is the Sangiovese which in Italian means 
“Jupiter’s Blood”. A wine for the Gods. Spontaneously fermented, the Zeus’s nectar deserves our greatest attention, 
which is why we age the grapes from every single plot separately for 18 months in oak barrels and barriques. Brilliant 
ruby red in color with violet reflections, Ventisei Nobile will enchant you with its elegant, warm and juicy entrance. 
The nose expresses vivacity in a bouquet of cherry, blackberry and violet. The fluid body and the silky background 
tannins delight the palate together with a sweet touch of vanilla and star anise.

Our Nobile is definitely a terroir wine and terroir is our main asset. People come and people go, generation after generation 
the winemaking style may vary, but in the end, terroir stays. That’s why we honour each plot of our vineyards by keeping 
the grapes separate when they come to the cellar. We love guiding the fruit in their path from soil to bottle, leaving each 
individual character intact. This means that we perform separate fermentations and tailor-made macerations. We blend 
the different lots just after the ageing process, enhancing an overall balance and trying as hard as we can to convey the 
vintage’s message into the bottle.

96,6% Sangiovese, 2,8% Merlot, 
0,6% Cabernet Sauvignon

Clay rich soils from 
Pleistocene and Pliocene

Alc. 14.5% by Vol.Mid September

Variable, depending on
each single vineyard

13,128 bottles

267 - 340 meters a.s.l. /
876 - 1115 feet a.s.l.

Guyot, bush- and cordon-trained
from 16 to 20 years old

2016: Slow Wine top wine 2015: 92 pts James Suckling
          92 pts The Drinks Business

NOBILE AT A GLANCE

LOOKS LIKE
Gustav Klimt - The kiss

FEELS LIKE
Silk enveloping your 

palate

SOUNDS LIKE
Elton John - Don’t go 

breaking my heart

SMELLS LIKE
Cherry, blackberry and 

violet

TASTES LIKE
Vanilla and star anise


